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Featured Application: The model developed in this work has practical applications for simulating
the operation of non-standard multi-junction photovoltaic modules with radiation concentrators.

Abstract: The silicon photovoltaic modules that dominate the market today are constantly being
modified, but at the same time, the search for new, more efficient design solutions is underway.
The study examined a less popular photovoltaic module built from point-focusing Fresnel radiation
concentrators and high-efficiency three-junction cells. The advantage of this type of module is
its high overall efficiency, exceeding 30%. The disadvantage is that they require biaxial precision
tracking mechanisms because even a small deviation of the direction of direct solar radiation from
the perpendicular to the module’s surface causes a large and abrupt drop in efficiency. This type of
photovoltaic module structure is often also marked with the symbol C3PV. A mathematical model and
simulation calculations were carried out in the Matlab/Simulink package for the C3PV module—the
CX-75/200 model based on the “Solar Cell” component. The concentration of direct solar radiation
was taken into account. For the module under consideration, experimental and simulation results
show the necessity of accurate positioning concerning the direction of solar radiation—deviation of
the radiation angle by about 5◦ causes a very high power loss (by about 92%).

Keywords: photovoltaics; mathematical model; photovoltaic module; Matlab; Simulink; solar cell;
Fresnel lens

1. Introduction

Standard silicon PV modules, which directly convert solar energy into electricity,
continue to dominate the market, and this dominance is estimated to last for another
15 years or so [1–4]. Recently, solar energy conversion technology has included intensively
developed concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) technology, which converts solar energy into
electricity radiation. Concentrated solar technologies use multilayer photovoltaic cells,
which make the efficiency of converting solar energy into electricity about 2.5 times higher
than that of conventional single-junction photovoltaic cells [5–9].

The subject of this paper is another less common photovoltaic module constructed from
point-focused Fresnel radiation concentrators (CPVs) and high-efficiency three-junction
(3J) cells. This type of photovoltaic module design is also often denoted by the symbol
C3PV. The internal structure of this module is different from the standard one, and in
this particular case for the model designated with the symbol CX-75/200, it consists of
200 three-junction cells, which are connected in four parallel connected series made of
50 cells each (50s4p). Each cell has a point-focusing Fresnel concentrator. The size ratio
of the concentrator lens to the cell is 40/3 mm, and the distance between them is 80 mm.
According to the CPV classification of concentric photovoltaic cells due to the degree of
focusing on solar radiation, point-focusing Fresnel concentrators are classified as high
concentrator photovoltaic (HCPV). Table 1 gives the generally accepted classification of
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photovoltaic systems using concentrators (CPV), which is a division based on the degree of
focusing of the radiation measured in multiples, the so-called “suns”, or in W/cm2 of the
cell [10,11].

Table 1. Classification of concentric PV cells based on the degree of focusing of solar radiation,
compiled based on [12].

Name
Focusing
Degree,
[Suns]

Type of Converter
Type of

Recommended
Tracking System

Low Concentrator
Photovoltaic (LCPV) 1.5–10 modified crystalline cells none or single-axis

Medium Concentrator
Photovoltaic (MCPV) 10–300 crystalline or thin-film cells single-axis or

dual-axis
High Concentrator

Photovoltaic (HCPV) 300–2000 multijunction cells dual-axis

In-service testing of this type of PV system has shown a very significant dependence
of performance on the direction of direct solar radiation and the level of lens contamina-
tion [13].

Fresnel concentrators take the form of individual lens blocks that focus sunlight from
each side of their upper surface toward a single point at which a photovoltaic cell is located.
In a single point-focusing Fresnel concentrator in the shape of a square (40 mm), rings
are formed on the surface, which makes use of the whole surface of the lens and results
in a high concentration factor, which translates into higher efficiencies achieved by the
cell. The advantage of this type of module is the high total efficiency exceeding 30%.
The disadvantage is that they require the use of biaxial precision tracking mechanisms
because even a small deviation of the direction of direct solar radiation from the direction
perpendicular to the surface of the module causes a large and abrupt drop in efficiency.
The structure of the internal design of three-junction cells means that the focused incident
radiation is captured by three cascaded layers of different materials, and overall, radiation
from a wide range of wavelengths (300–1800 nm (for silicon, this range is 350–1100 nm))
is used. The different materials of the three-junction cell are stacked in such a way that
each material absorbs a specific range of sunlight and, in a simplified way, this type of
C3PV cell can be considered to absorb approx. 44% of photons are from sunlight, while
an ordinary PV cell can do the same with an efficiency of about 20%. The order is also
important here—the outer layer must absorb the radiation with the smallest wavelength,
that is, with the largest energy gap value of the semiconductor material. The materials
used in the construction of the cells of the module under consideration are GaInP–GaInAs–
aGe in order from the top outer layer. Two conditions determine the higher efficiency
of C3PV modules: the concentration of solar radiation and the fact that the photovoltaic
phenomenon is realized in parallel by three junctions with different spectral ranges [14,15].

In the scope of this work, a mathematical model was performed in the Matlab/Simulink
package of the discussed C3PV module based on the “Solar Cell” component. The con-
centration of direct solar radiation was also considered in this model. Due to the lack of
knowledge of the exact geometry of the Fresnel lenses used, test measurements were taken,
in which the limit angle of deviation of the direction of direct radiation from the direction
perpendicular to the module, effective focusing of the radiation, was determined to be
about 5◦. Once this value is exceeded, it was assumed that radiation focusing does not occur
and only partially scattered radiation reaches the cell. Based on the built model, sample
simulation calculations were performed in the form of current-voltage characteristics of the
C3PV module for different angles of incidence of direct radiation on the module surface.

An analysis of the performance of two 3.5 kWp CPV systems for different types of
Fresnel lenses under actual operating conditions showed that a dirty lens causes a drop
in performance of up to about 12% with a level of module alignment inaccuracy of less
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than 1% [13]. Other studies have also shown that the impact of tracking inaccuracy on
the power output of CPV modules is very significant. It has been shown that CPV needs
a solar tracking accuracy of at least 0.5◦ to outperform other PV technologies [16]. The
search for new solutions for CPV modules is also underway. A lens has been designed
that is a combination of two linear Fresnel lenses placed perpendicular to each other and
can collect and distribute direct sunlight in two dimensions. The simulation results show
that the newly designed lens can achieve a high concentration ratio of 576 times [17]. The
recent development of four-junction concentrator solar cells with record efficiency offers
new opportunities to improve highly concentrated photovoltaic (HCPV) technology [18].

Investigations using an analytical GaInP/GaInAs/Ge three-junction solar cell model
based on continuity and Poisson equations showed high agreement for an estimated
efficiency of about 35% [19,20].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Construction of the C3PV Module under Test

The appearance and internal connection structure of 200 three-junction (3J) cells are
shown in Figure 1. This is a specific arrangement in which the cells are divided into four
parallel connected rows of 50 cells each, and none of the connections intersect. A C3PV
module with this design was chosen as an example for the developed simulation method
and its initial verification.
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Figure 1. Appearance and design of internal cell connections in CX-75/200 module.

Table 2 shows the basic parameters of the tested C3PV module as given by the manu-
facturer. These parameters are given under non-standard test conditions, called standard
test conditions (STCs). According to the manufacturer, the rated parameters given in the
datasheet and nameplate were tested for solar irradiance 850 W/m2, cell temperature 25 ◦C,
and AM 1.5.
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Table 2. Nominal parameters of CX-75/200 module [21].

Parameter Name Module C3PV: CX-75/200

Cell type three-junction
Number of cells, pcs. 200

Cell size d, mm 3
Concentrator type Fresnel spot-focusing

Maximum power PMPP, W 75 ± 10%
Open-circuit voltage UOC, V 152

Voltage to MPP UMPP, V 138
Short-circuit current ISC, A 0.58
Current for MPP IMPP, A 0.54

Temperature coefficient, %/◦C −0.15
Maximum operating temperature above ambient

temperature, ◦C 55

Maximum system operating voltage UMAX, V 1000
Dimensions, mm 828 × 428 × 82

Mass, kg 9.4

Figure 2 presents a model of the structure of a single three-junction cell, which consid-
ers the ranges of absorbed radiation for three successive layers of semiconductors. Figure 2
gives the values of Eg energy gaps for each layer and the percentage of absorbed energy
reaching the cell in the form of concentrated solar radiation. The operating principle of
this type of cell is that the size of the energy gap (Eg) decreases in the direction consistent
with the penetration of radiation. The purpose of building such structures is to absorb the
broadest possible spectrum of solar radiation reaching the outer surface of the module.
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Figure 2. Structure and equivalent model of a single 3J cell and the ranges of absorbed radiation.

The type of PV cell (3J) is designed to capture the maximum possible sunlight
(300–1800 nm) as opposed to standard PV cells (only 350–1100 nm). The standard spectrum
of solar radiation, which can theoretically be described by-laws (Planck, Stefan–Boltzmann,
and Wien), is never fully utilized by photovoltaic cells. Multilayer modules broaden the
absorbed spectrum, and the concentration of radiation multiplies this effect. The spectral
ranges of solar radiation absorbed by individual layers of the cell under consideration are
marked in Figure 2. The different materials in a three-junction cell are arranged so that each
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material absorbs a specific range of sunlight. C3PV cells absorb approx. 44% of photons
from sunlight, while a regular PV cell can do the same with 15–20% efficiency.

Figure 3 shows the radiation distribution patterns for an incident angle of radiation
deviated from the perpendicular to the surface of a classical PV module (Figure 3a) and
the operating principle of a point-focused Fresnel concentrator (Figure 3b). The diagram
shown in Figure 3b indicates the limited range of angle (±∆θ) of incidence of radiation that
can fall in the C3PV cell area. A larger deviation of the incident angle causes the radiation
to fall outside the C3PV cell area.
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2.2. Building the Simulation Model

Figure 4 shows the simulation model developed in a Matlab/Simulink package,
reflecting the construction of the C3PV module discussed in this paper. The “Solar Cell” [22]
component was used to build the model, in which a three-junction cell was implemented
according to the scheme shown in Figure 2. The model also considers the deviation from
the direction of incident direct radiation perpendicular to the module surface. A switch was
used that implements the focusing algorithm through a Fresnel lens. It was experimentally
determined that an angular deviation of 5◦ from the perfectly perpendicular direction
results in a sharp decrease in the module power. Thus, based on the schematic in Figure 3b,
it can be hypothesized that a larger deviation causes focusing of the radiation outside the
region of the triple-junction cell with 3 mm dimensions. The simulation model considers the
semiconductor material parameters and absorbed radiation ranges, as shown in Figure 2.
The simulation results are presented and recorded in current-voltage characteristic plots
and power plots.

The novelty of the proposed model is that a standard module of the Matlab/Simulink
package “Solar Cell” was used to build a three-junction cell model (C3PV). The model is
relatively simple and allows other researchers to continue verification studies for similar
custom solutions. The “Solar Cell” component was developed based on the classical model
of a dual diode PV cell. Adapting the proposed model for other multijunction cells requires
the determination of the range of the angle of deviation from the direction of perpendicular
incident radiation and the degree of focusing. If the module manufacturer provides these
data, they can be directly implemented in the model.

The basis for constructing the single three-junction cell model shown in Figure 4 is the
series connection of three “Solar Cell” components, representing three successive layers
of material as described in Figure 2. The structure of the C3PV module was modeled
according to the module construction diagram shown in Figure 1. The structure of the
modeled C3PV module was realized using a “Solar Cell” component, but in such an
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unusual way that three components replace a single cell. The connections between the three
materials were modeled with tunnel diodes inserted in series in the equivalent circuit. As a
simplifying assumption, the radiation flux distribution was taken as given for each layer of
semiconductor material. The part of the model describing the optics of the concentrator
was made using standard blocks of the Simulink package.
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The “Solar Cell” component of the Matlab/Simulink engineering computing package
is an equivalent model of a dual diode PV cell, the developed form of which is shown in
Formulas (1) and (2). The mathematical form of this model is non-linear and entangled and
can only be solved by iterative simulation calculations [23].

I = Iph − Id1 − Id2 − Ish (1)

I = Iph − Is1

[
exp

(
q

U + IRs

n1kBTM

)
− 1

]
− Is2

[
exp

(
q

U + IRs

n2kBTM

)
− 1

]
− U + IRs

Rsh
(2)

where I, Iph, Id1, Id2, Iph mean, respectively, currents of the cell, photocurrent, diodes, and
shunt; U—cell voltage; Rs and Rsh—series and shunt resistances; n1 and n2—quality factors
of the first and second diode; Is1 and Is2—saturation currents of the first and second diode;
TM—cell temperature; q and kB—electron charge and Boltzmann constant.

In the two-diode PV cell model, the diode current component has been divided into
diffusion (Id1) and recombination (Id2) parts of the so-called dark diode current compared
to the simplified model built on the basis of the single-diode scheme [24].

3. Results

The simulation model proposed in this paper was subjected to preliminary verification.
The comparative material was the nominal parameters of the CX-75/200 module, given in
Table 2, which were tested under the conditions given by the manufacturer (850 W/m2, cell
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temperature 25 ◦C, and AM 1.5). The simulation results obtained for the nominal parameter
values are shown in Figure 5.
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After the positive initial verification of the proposed model shown in Figure 5, sim-
ulation studies were conducted, the results of which are presented in Figures 6–10. The
simulation studies determined the essential characteristics for the modeled C3PV CX-
75/200 module at a constant irradiance level of 300 W/m2 and a variable angle of incidence
of direct radiation in the range of 0–10◦. The irradiance (300 W/m2) was assumed to be the
same as in the experimental determination of the applicability range of the model, when a
value of 5◦ angle was set as the limit after which the power generated by the cell dropped
significantly. The irradiance was obtained using a solar radiation simulator built with
halogen lamps [25].

Complete verification of the developed simulation method by measuring actual I-V
characteristics for the CX-75/200 module is not possible due to measurement limitations of
the meters. An attempt to use the I-V 400 w [26] current-voltage characteristic meter for this
purpose was unsuccessful because this meter and others like it cannot take measurements
at such low current values of the PV module.

The simulation results shown in Figure 6 for irradiance of 300 W/m2 and a module
temperature of 21 ◦C showed a proportional decrease in value for the short-circuit current
in the I-V characteristic curve.
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In the following Figures 7–10, for the same radiation and temperature conditions, the
incident direction of the radiation measured by the deviation (∆θ—per Figure 3b) from the
perpendicular direction was changed. For angle deviations from 5◦, a sharp decrease in
short-circuit current values was observed.

Figures 9 and 10 clearly show that radiation concentration no longer works. A small
amount of energy is generated from diffuse solar radiation.

Table 3 shows the numerical results of the current–voltage characteristics and power
values for each bias angle used in this simulation for a fixed irradiance of 300 W/m2

and an assumed module temperature of 21 ◦C. The given numerical values of these three
current–voltage characteristic points allow comprehensive further considerations on the
efficiency or fill factor of the considered module.

Table 3. Numerical results of current–voltage characteristics and power values for each deflection
angle used in this simulation for a fixed irradiance of 300 W/m2 and an assumed module temperature
of 21 ◦C.

Deviation of the
Radiation Angle

∆θ, (deg)

Short-Circuit
Current
ISC, (A)

Open-Circuit
Voltage

UOC, (V)

Maximum Power
Point

PMPP, (W)

0 0.2047 129.424 26.4931
2 0.2046 129.76 26.5489
4 0.2042 129.5803 26.4603
5 0.052 117.2519 6.0971
10 0.051 120.3843 6.1396

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The simulation results obtained are the basis for the construction of effective control
algorithms of dual-axis tracking systems. Research has shown that much higher positioning
accuracy is required for CPV-type modules than for standard silicon modules. Control
algorithms for these types of PV modules require frequent checks on the position of the
Sun’s apparent movement in the sky. For the module under consideration, a deviation of
the incidence angle from perpendicular above 5◦ causes a drastic decrease in the module
power (by about 92%). The results showed less sensitivity to the deviation of the radiation
direction than in some other studies [13]. The detailed adaptation of the proposed model
of multilayer concentric PV cells requires very precise knowledge of the geometry of the
focusing radiation element. Unfortunately, the data sheets of this type of PV modules do
not always provide these technical details and the task is then made difficult as in the case
considered in this work.
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The studies, which attempted to solve this problem in an analytical way [27], led to
positive verification of the adopted models. The problem that should be addressed in the
future is the issue of economic viability of this type of solutions. Comparative analyses for
evaluating the impact of the radiation spectrum on the energy yield of highly concentrated
and conventional photovoltaic technology are based on the air mass (AM) factor in many
studies [28].

The model proposed in this paper can be easily modified for other non-standard solu-
tions, such as cells with more layers of semiconductor material. It is also possible to modify
the module that calculates the geometric parameters of the direct solar radiation direction.
The proposed model can also be modified to use other solar beam focusing mechanisms.
The photovoltaic market in Central Europe, based on the example of Poland [29], has to
be more and more competitive and look for more and more efficient technical solutions.
The model proposed in this paper can also be adapted in the future to the latest solutions,
consisting in combining classical silicon with new materials such as perovskites. Another
new challenge for modeling such systems will be to predict the durability of such cells.
For classical silicon PV modules, an average annual power loss of about 0.8% is currently
assumed [30].

This paper demonstrates that different PV cell structures operate on similar solar radia-
tion conversion mechanisms. After appropriate adaptation, proven and tested engineering
software components such as “Solar Cell” of the Matlab/Simulink package can be used
to conduct simulation experiments of cells with various unusual structures. In classical
applications in earlier work [31–33], the author has positively verified the usefulness of the
“Solar Cell” component of the Matlab/Simulink engineering computing package.
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